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HISTORY AND MISSION
History

Birchip Cropping Group Inc. (BCG) was established in 1992 as a farmer-driven organisation to conduct applied
research and extension on the major farming systems in the Wimmera and Mallee.
Today, BCG is recognised both nationally and internationally as a credible independent and innovative
organisation. The group’s research and communication activities provide evidence, support and tools for
improving farm management practices and profitability.
BCG has been integral in the adoption of new agronomic technologies and farming practices; and continues
to help farmers make decisions, develop risk management strategies, increase profits and operate sustainable
farming operations.

Mission

BCG’s priority, as stated in its mission, is to ‘improve the prosperity of Australia’s broadacre farmers through
applied science-based research, and extension’.

BCG location

73 Cumming Ave, Birchip, Victoria 3483

THE BCG TEAM AT THE 2016
TRIALS REVIEW DAY
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CHAIRMAN’S WELCOME
It is with great pleasure that I present the annual report for Birchip Cropping Group.
The financial statements show a net surplus of $119,799 for the 12 months to June 30,
2016 - an encouraging consolidation of our good result in the previous financial year.
The BCG board and management undertook a review of our strategic plan this year.
C AR
O LI N E W E L S H
The day was a positive re-affirmation of the board’s ongoing commitment to deliver
high quality and relevant research, development and extension to members and the broader grower
community. Some new areas for growth were also identified, particularly in relation to data management
and precision technologies. Consequently, the board approved the purchase of an unmanned aerial
vehicle and a project to distribute 50 autonomous weather stations across individual properties and
our trials sites.
Without altering our core values, some small changes were made to the mission statement to reflect
BCG’s national influence and emphasise what drives us. Our mission is now ‘to improve the prosperity
of Australia’s broadacre farmers through applied science-based research, and extension’.
The new strategic plan, along with the improved website, was launched at Trials Review Day in February.
David Smith was awarded a BCG Life Membership on the same day.
In June we revitalised the BCG Research Committee which identifies blue sky research ideas and meets our
obligations to retain Approved Research Institute status and associated Deductible Gift Recipient status.
Regretfully we accepted the resignation of Dr. Steve Jefferies from our board in April due to his appointed
as Managing Director of GRDC. Steve was with us for five years and during that time was a fantastic
contributor to the board, bringing a wealth of experience related to plant breeding, as well as his
commercial and business acumen and contacts within the broader grains industry. Upon advertising
Steve’s position we were delighted to receive such terrific applications that the board chose to appoint
two new directors in mid-June - Dr. Sara Hely and David (Rock) Hudson.
It was a big year for Yield Prophet® with a significant revamp of the website, the release of the Yield
Prophet Lite app and an increase in interest and adoption. These improvements were a suitable
endowment to the work of long-term staff member and the ‘face of Yield Prophet’, Tim McClelland who
departed BCG at the end of June to begin a consulting business and work on the family farm.
Once again BCG has been fortunate to attract some terrific young staff including Amy Smith and
Sebastian Ie who joined the research team. Genevieve Clarke, who was employed as part of the DEDJTR
graduate program and French intern Sebastien Sester, also made an impact during their six month stays.
The push to expand our income base through improved partnerships with the philanthropic sector bore
fruit with BCG receiving support from the Hugh DT Williamson Foundation to develop the ‘Williamson
Foundation Graduate Scholarships’. These scholarships provide junior BCG staff with an opportunity to
research and extend an emerging agricultural issue identified by BCG members.
After two of the driest seasons on record BCG worked closely with state government to support farmers
and GRDC commissioned us to deliver a series of on-farm decision-making workshops, entitled ‘farming
after the drought’.
Key projects such as the stubble initiative, National Paddock Survey and GAPP continue to provide
value to members and in 2016, BCG undertook our biggest sowing program ever, including National
Variety Trials for the Mallee and a record number of Members trials.
All in all, 2015/16 has been a very successful year for BCG under very challenging seasonal conditions.
Staff achieved great outcomes with an expanded research program, high quality events and more work
focused on meeting the challenges and opportunities of future technologies.

Caroline Welsh
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BOARD MEMBERS

Caroline Welsh
Chairman

John Ferrier

Steve Jefferies

Peter Myers

Deputy Chairman

Treasurer (until April 2016)

Ian McClelland

Leo Delahunty

Brad Martin

Alan Bennett

Brian Barry

Zvi Hochman

Sara Hely

David Hudson
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Treasurer (from April 2016)

COMMITTEES AND STAFF
Advisory committee
The role of the BCG Mallee and Wimmera advisory committees is to ensure BCG remains farmerdriven. Advisory Committee members help to ensure trials, events and communications are relevant
and timely by communicating their in-paddock issues, farm management challenges and potential
research questions that have arisen through the season. This information guides BCG when setting
research priorities and selecting topics and speakers for major events. The advisory committees meet
twice a year, usually in February and again in October.
Mallee members: Matt Bissett (AGRIvision Sea Lake), Luke Maher (AGRIvision Quambatook), Bruce
Adriaans (Landmark Birchip), Lachie and Andy Barber (Birchip), Travis Mitchell (Woomelang), Andy Ryan
(Chinkapook), Scott Worner (Quambatook), Eddie Lee (Birchip), Lynk McClelland (Culgoa), Craig Kennedy
(Quambatook), John Renney (Berriwillock), Tyler Nelson (Boort), Alistair Murdoch (Kooloonong), Geoff
and Bronwyn Hunt (Quambatook), Chris Kelly (Woomelang), Linc Lehmann (Birchip), Nic Harrison
(Sea Lake), Cameron Warne (Culgoa), Caroline Welsh (Berriwillock), John Ferrier (Birchip), Brian
Barry (Manangatang), Ian McClelland (Birchip), Kent Wooding (AGRIvision Swan Hill), Simon Craig
(Kooloonong), Mick McClelland (Sea Lake), Grant Alday (Sea Lake) and Shane Edelston (Hopetoun).
Wimmera members: Ian Taylor (Lubeck), Grant Hollaway (DEDJTR Horsham), Simon Severin (Agritech
Rural Horsham), Rob Launder (PB Seeds Kalkee), Ben Cordes (Tylers Rupanyup), Brad Jackson (Tylers
Rupanyup), George Hepburn (Tylers Rupanyup), Anthony Patton (St Arnaud), Chris, John and Andy
Delahunty (Murtoa), Ben Batters (St Arnaud), Cam Penny (Warracknabeal), Peter Taylor (Rupanyup),
Brad Martin (Brim), Brett Matthews (Rupanyup), David Jochinke (Murra Warra), Hugh Keam (Brim),
Ian Ruwoldt (Mutoa), Tim Rethus (Banyena), Carl Sudoltz (Natimuk), Jonothan Dyer (Kaniva), Brett
Wheaton (Nhill), Alwyn Dyer (Kaniva), Alan Bennett (Lawloit), Wal Meyer (Kaniva), Rodney Pohlner
(Nhill), John Bennett (Nhill) and Dan Colbert (Westech Ag Nhill).
Research advisory committee
In June the BCG research advisory committee was re-established to review BCG’s research program
and discuss the organisations future research direction. The committee boasts 11 members who
possess a broad range of skills and have local, national and international experience.
At the June meeting the ‘top five ideas’, as presented by Dr. Gregson, included big data, provenance,
resilient farms, the yield gap and young farmer business skills.
The committee also discussed the constitutional and statutory roles of committee and reviewed
current BCG research projects including the Stubble Initiative, More Profit from Crop Nutrition, the
National Paddock Survey and the National Frost Initiative, as well as the 2016 member-funded trials, a
precision agriculture initiative and the ‘Blue Sky’ ideas for potential future research.
The Research Committee has an important role to play in ensuring BCG continues to add research
value to its members in the long-term.
Members include: Julia Haeusler (farmer and GrainGrowers Ltd. Policy group), Dr. Cherie Reilly (farmer),
Dr. Sally Norton (DEDJTR), Dr. Geoff Hunt (farmer), Dr. James Hunt (LaTrobe University), Ian McClelland
(farmer and BCG Board), Dr. Zvi Hochman (CSIRO and BCG Board), Dr. Tony Gregson (farmer), Chris
Sounness (BCG CEO), Claire Browne (BCG research manager) and Caroline Welsh (Research Committee
Chair and BCG Board Chair).
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BCG STAFF

Chris Sounness

Kelly Angel

Claire Browne

Daryl Burdett

Chris Cook

Pru Cook

Ciara Cullen

Alli Elliott

De-Anne Ferrier

Louisa Ferrier

Alison Frischke

Jake Gleeson

Sebastian Ie

Janice Kelly

Jessica Lemon

Angela Liston

Tim McClelland

James Murray

Cathy Schroder

Justine Severin

Chief executive officer

Technical officer

Senior research officer

Corporate relations manager

Research and extension officer Project manager

Research officer

Finance manager

Systems and agronomic services Research officer

Amy Smith

Research officer
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Cameron Taylor

Contract Services Manager

Research manager

Extension manager

Livestock systems coordinator

Technical officer

Extension officer

Technical assistant

Research and extension officer Membership and finance

Admin and executive assistant

Linda Walters
Research officer

Public relations officer

DEDJTR graduate program:
• Genevieve Clarke
Staff members to move
away from BCG:
• Tim McClelland,
SAS manager
• Claire Cook, lab
technician (casual)

CEO REPORT
BCG’s mission: To improve the prosperity of Australia’s broadacre farmers through
science-based research, and extension.
The mission is why we do what we do and is core to the BCG team.

S
CH R
In 2015-2016 we spent time reflecting on our mission. While we continue to put
I S SO U N N E S
a lot of effort into ensuring that things we do, we do very well, we realise that at the same time we
need to build new skills and capabilities to ensure we can add value to our members and the farming
community.
To achieve this we refreshed our strategic plan after examining and identifying what we do well and
the priority areas for BCG to grow. The key priority is to ensure our members get value from their
involvement in the organisation. A number of strategies are being put in place to meet this goal.
The second area highlighted in the strategic plan pertains to the role of digital and precision
agriculture for both BCG as an organisation and the broader farming community.
BCG is seeking to identify the support, skills and knowledge farmers will need to increase profitability
and sustainability in the coming years.
Currently we are working with farmers to set up a pilot project around a series of automatic weather
stations that will collect and record climatic data from across the region. It is expected that this
project will help us to understand what role BCG can best play in this space.
BCG has also purchased a drone and, more importantly, the image acquisition camera and processing
software. In the short term BCG will to identify the value of this technology for improving field
research and supporting on-farm decision-making.
The 2015 season was particularly tough in the Mallee and Wimmera following an equally tough year
in 2014. We have worked hard to communicate the challenges farmers and small rural towns face
to a range of stakeholders. Equally, we have highlighted opportunities to increase the resilience of
our communities through projects and initiatives to state and federal government and other key
organisations.
BCG has a range of partners that provide research and development funding and who collaborate
with us from the commercial sector. On page 9 is a list of all our partners and we value everyone’s
contribution. Without each of them BCG would be a lesser organisation.
I especially want mention the GRDC that contributes either directly or indirectly funds for a number
of research projects. We also partner CSIRO within a number of projects that impact locally and
nationally.
Our Diamond partners - O’Connor’s, ADM and Bayer - also provide significant support and, along with
the rest of our partner organisation, enable us undertake a wide range of research investigation on
ideas that are important to our members but that we do not have external funds for.
The manner in which BCG continues to deliver on our research program and undertake highly
regarded events and communications is a great reflection on the BCG team. It really is a team effort
and everyone is always stepping up for the challenge of whatever is presented.
I would like to thank the BCG Board and members and friends of BCG in the Wimmera and Mallee who
make an enormous effort advocating for BCG, volunteering to be part of advisory groups to guide
our efforts and who attend events. Your passion, knowledge and continued presence at our events
continues to impress funders and research partners.
Chris Sounness
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CORPORATE RELATIONS
Pru Cook was appointed BCG’s corporate relations manager early in 2016 and has
lead a review of BCG’s corporate partnerships.
The review investigated trends that shift away from traditional sponsorship models
and identified areas for BCG to improve service offerings to existing partners
P RU COO K
and to attract new partners. This has included developing ‘flexible’ partnership
packages, where BCG and partners work together to design programs that best meet member needs.
To date, flexible partnerships have been designed to include skills exchanges, personal development
for members, technology development, workshop design and delivery and a stronger focus on in-kind
contributions.
BCG spent the 15/16 financial year identifying new potential partners in the precision agriculture
space and has welcome SST Software and UPG Solutions as Gold Corporate Partners for the coming
financial year.
SST is partnering with BCG around spatial data through access to the agX software platform while
UPG solutions is assisting with training and development of BCG’s use of UAV technology.
A number of partnerships with new organisations are under development.
The financial assistance received from BCG’s corporate partnership program provides BCG with the
ability to deliver high quality member services while providing valuable intellectual exchanges that
contribute to the understanding of both organisations, the benefits of which flow on to industry.
BCG would like to acknowledge the generous support of our current sponsors.
DIAMOND CORPORATE PARTNERS: ADM, Bayer CropScience, O’Connor’s Farm Machinery
GOLD CORPORATE SPONSORS: Rural Finance and Rural Bank, SST Software, UPG Solutions, WFI
BRONZE CORPORATE PARTNERS: AGT, Agfarm, Buloke Shire Council, Dow AgroSciences, Farm 360,
Goldacres, Intergrain, Landmark (Birchip), Next Instrument, Sipcam, Stock & Land, Victorian Chemicals,
Victorian Farmers Federation, 3SH/3WM/MIXXFM.

DARYL BURDETT (BCG)
SHOWCASING THE BCG
SEEDER AND O’CONNORS
TRACTORS AT THE EXPO
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INVESTORS AND COLLABORATORS
•
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BCG members
Wimmera and Mallee farmers
Ag Consulting Co.
Agritech Rural
AGRIvision Consultants
Australian Export Grains Innovation Centre
(AEGIC)
Australian Department of Agriculture
BESTWOOL/BESTLAMB
Birchip P12 School
Buloke Shire Council
Bureau of Meterology (BoM)
Central West Farming Systems (CWFS)
CropFacts
CSIRO
Curtin University
Department of Agriculture and Food WA
(DAFWA)
Department of Economic Development, Jobs,
Transport and Resources (DEDJTR)
eXtension Aus
Eyre Peninsula Agricultural Research
Foundation
Farm 360
FarmLink
Federation University
Foundation for Arable Research, Australia
(FAR)
Grain Growers Association
Grain Producers Australia
Grains Research and Development
Corporation (GRDC)
Hugh DT Williamson Foundation
Irrigated Cropping Council (ICC)
Longerenong College
Low Rainfall Collaboration Group
Mallee Catchment Management Authority
Mallee Focus
Mallee Sustainable Farming (MSF)
Meat and Livestock Australia (MLA)
National Centre for Farmer Health
NSW Department of Primary Industries

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Queensland Department of Agriculture and
Fisheries
Regional Development Australia
Regional Development Victoria
Rural Industries Research and Development
Corporation (RIRDC)
South Australian Research and Development
Institute (SARDI)
Southern Farming Systems (SFS)
Southern Precision Agriculture Association
(SPAA)
Telematics Trust
ThinkAgri
Tyler’s Hardware and Rural Supplies
Tyrrell College
University of Adelaide
University of Melbourne
University of New England (UNE)
Victorian Farmers Federation
Victorian No-Till Farmers Association
Western Australian No Till Farmers Association
(WANTFA)

HARRY HENDON (BOM)
SPEAKING TO FARMERS AT
THE 2016 FUTURE
FARMERS EXPO
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RESEARCH REPORT
Once again, in 2015, the BCG research and demonstration program continued to
expand its geographical spread to meet the needs of members and the agricultural
community, across the Wimmera and Mallee.
Unfortunately for growers in north west Victoria the 2015 season resulted in the
CLA
IR E B R O W N E
second dry spring in a row. We harvested roughly 50 per cent of our trials, but
despite the dry conditions we were still able to reach sound conclusions for our members.
In 2016 BCG established 124 trials (including contract service trials) at 44 trial sites across the Wimmera
and Mallee; a total of 12,000 plots.
A fallow paddock at Warmur (16km South West of Birchip) was selected as the 2016 main research site.
Our continued relationship with Agritech Rural helped us to maintain our presence in the Horsham and
Nhill regions. Other research sites included Manangatang, Jil Jil, Hopetoun, Marlbed, Ultima, Pira, Sheep
Hills and Lubeck.
In the 2015-16 season, we erected a new shed out the back of the BCG office for additional storage. This
has proven to be very valuable for the research team. We have adopted more electronic processes to
increase efficiency.
The achievements of the research team has been classified by leader Claire Browne as well-organised
due to the increase in efficiencies, allowing strong scientific research to be carried out. Members are
our number one priority and research
is being executed and culminating
in clear messages for members and
collaborators, helping to improve the
prosperity of farmers and agricultural
communities.
Collaboration with DAFWA for the
national frost initiative has increased
BCG’s nationwide presence, working
with NSW DPI and other various groups
associated with the project.
Our tri-state barely agronomy project
continues to see barley varieties and
agronomic characteristics investigated
and is now starting to culminate the
last eight years of work across South
Australia, New South Wales and Victoria.

KELLLY ANGEL LEADING A
CROP WALK AT ONE OF BCG’S
2015 RESEARCH SITES

The five year GRDC-funded stubble
initiative is now over half way through.
It continues to be a success where BCG is leading the project and working with Southern Farming
Systems (SFS), Irrigated Cropping Council (ICC) and the Victorian No-Till Farmers Association (VNTFA).
The higher rainfall year in 2016, will mean increased stubble loads.
The Mallee Catchment Management Authority project, collaborating with Mallee Sustainable Farming
(MSF) and University of New England (UNE), tracked sheep grazing stubbles and winter pasture,
providing valuable grazing behaviour data for the first time in the Mallee.
Grain & Graze 3 will conclude in December 2016, after three years of trials, demonstrations and sharing
information about integration of cropping and livestock, opportunities and managing risk in mixed
farming enterprises.
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2016 RESEARCH SITES
Barbers 		

Soil carbon			

		

Andy and Lachy Barber

Birchip			Barley phenology 				Darren Angel
Corack 		

Emerging weeds (wild radish) 		

Mark and Trevor Brennan

Curyo 			DEDJTR disease 				Jim Rickard
Hopetoun 		

DEDJTR soil nematology			

Lukas Puckle

Hopetoun 		

Frost management 				

Simon Cook

Horsham 		N15 			 			Daryl Moore
Jil Jil			

Seed bank of brome grass 			

John and David Ferrier

Jil Jil			

Sowing direction and row spacing 		

John and David Ferrier

Jil Jil 			

Grazing crop demo 				

McClelland families

Kalkee			

TOS, nutrition and disease 			

Peter Blair

Kaniva 			

Grazing demonstration 			

Alan Bennett

Kaniva 			Sowing direction 				Alan Bennett
Lawloit		

Stubble management 			

Peter Blair

Longerenong 		

Canola phenology 				

Longerenong College

Lubeck 		

Frost management 				

Ian and Peter Taylor

Manangatang

Nitrogen response				

Brian Barry

Marlbed		

Seed bank of statice weed 			

Jack Randall

Nhill 			

Varieties and nutrition 			

Alan Bennett

Nyah 			Controlled traffic farming			Ross Watson
Pira 			Radish management 				Phil Maher
Quambatook 		

Nitrogen response				

Gregor Knights

Sheep Hills 		

Lentils and gibberellic acid 			

Mick Morcom

Warmur		

Main site G&G3, GRDC Stubble		

Dan and John Boyle

VETCH VARIETIES TRIAL
AT THE 2016 MAIN SITE
AT WARMUR
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CONTRACT SERVICES
During the 2015/16 season, BCG continued to evolve its commercial services.
The trials program continued to grow with a lot of interest in the industry field
day. This event was held at Horsham for the second year but the dry season
was a challenge with companies wanting to showcase their products in a good
CAM
OR
E R O N TAY L
light. Hoping that conditions would improve, we decided to delay the day until
September but unfortunately no rainfall came to help the trials respond. The very dry conditions from
August onwards meant that several contract trials failed and were not harvested, mostly at the main
contract services site at Horsham.
At the end of the 2015 season the GRDC national variety trials (NVT ) tender became available. We
applied for this and were successful in securing the contract to sow, harvest and maintain Mallee
NVTs. The program includes 68 trials which include wheat, barley, canola, lentils, chickpeas, peas
and lupin varieties. In 2016 BCG sowed NVTs in the Balranald, Hopetoun, Birchip, Manangatang,
Murrayville, Merrinee, Quambatook, Ultima, Rainbow and Walpeup regions. This has been good for the
operations team in refining our systems and processes with the list of requirements needed for the
completion of each trial.
Through BCG’s contract services arm a new partnership with Longerenong College has been
established, with the college offering a range a paddocks for different trials and a good central hub
for dealing with commercial partners. We have also targeted the Curyo area where there was fallow
paddocks last year with very good summer rains to guarantee trial results in the Mallee environment.
Contract services staffing experienced some changes. Sebastian Ie has joined the commercial services
team to help with operations and deliver on the extra work we have taken on in the 2016 season. He
has experience as a management consultant in strategy and operations practice for Deloitte, a major
company in providing professional services. A change in career path saw him step into a Bachelor of
Agriculture Science and join the BCG team. Sebasitan has brought another diverse set of skills to the
commercial services team.
BCG has been exploring other commercial services we can provide to our partners in the future, such
as new technologies in precision agriculture. New scoping partnerships with UPG in drone work has
allowed training in flying drones for research purposes. We are looking to purchase a drone in the
2016/17 financial year to open our opportunities to work with other research partners and adding
another tool that will allow us to deliver high quality research.

SEBASTIAN IE LAUNCHES
A DRONE AT THE 2016
MAIN RESEARCH SITE AT
WARMUR
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EXTENSION AND COMMUNICATIONS
The BCG extension and communications team further developed its capacity and
capability and delivered another outstanding array of events and communications
in 2015/2016. The BCG events season delivered the highest number of events on
record and again appealed to, and attracted, audiences from far and wide.

C

IA R A C ULLEN
The Main Field Day saw 500 farmers, advisors and agronomists from the Wimmera,
Mallee and beyond converge at the Berriwillock main research site. The day was hailed a success,
despite many of the trials suffering the effects of drought again. Trials were established on either side
of the Berriwillock-Springfield road (John Renney and Garry Summerhayes were the host farmers) on
two different soil types and stubble types. This allowed us to appeal to a larger audience. Keynote
motivational speaker Dennis Hoiberg was very well received. He spoke about resilience and reminded
attendees than you cannot look after anyone else until after you look after yourself.
Significant drought across the Wimmera and Mallee region resulted in below average grain in both
2014 and 2015. As a result, BCG was able to secure funding from DEDJTR to host a series of workshops
focusing on risk management and insurance options to help growers feel informed to make better
decisions in tight financial situations.
Additionally, GRDC released funding to hold a series of ten workshops across the Wimmera, Mallee and
South East of South Australia themed ‘tight financials – great opportunities’. BCG hosted eight ‘Farming
After the Drought’ workshops across our region and subcontracted Mackillop Farm Management
Group to host two in the SA south east. Held in March and June, the workshops focused on providing
agronomic and financial information to growers to support their decision-making prior to, and in season
following two consecutive droughts.
The jointly funded DEDJTR/BCG growth, adoption, productivity, profitability (GAPP) project entered its
second year. Through this project seven discussion groups have been established focused on building
agronomic and business/financial skills in young farmers. Groups are tracking well and attendance is
good at meetings with crop walks and a trip to Melbourne to learn about the value chain among the
highlights. A GAPP newsletter was produced at the end of the year summarising the presentations,
farmer case studies and crop walk outcomes.
BCG prides itself on being an active part of the online community. Its core focus in this space is to share
BCG work with the wider community, passing on relevant information and past research outcomes at
relevant times. Additionally, BCG aims to join appropriate conversations and discussions with others on
the forums about season specific issues.
We saw a shift from delivering the BCG News in its hard copy format to a new electronic format. As well
as saving costs, this change allows us to be more interactive and to deliver the latest information in a
more timely manner.
Farmer health is an area where BCG is gaining traction. BCG understands sustainable and prosperous
agricultural communities are important to its existence. As a result, a two-day Sustainable Farming
Families workshop was held in Wycheproof and cholinesterase blood testing to ascertain the level of
chemicals in farmers blood stream at various times of the year are being assessed through the National
Institute of Farmer Health.
As livestock grows in importance for our members, BCG continues to look for opportunities to deliver
relevant livestock RD&E in our region. With more farmers adding a livestock component to their
businesses and looking for ‘whole-of-farm’ approach to business management, BCG cropping and
livestock memberships were merged this year.
BESTWOOL/BESTLAMB (BWBL) group meetings were held in the West Wimmera, Hopetoun and Birchip
regions and the third Sheep Management Showcase attracted 160 producers and ag students, along
with MLA managing director Richard Norton and Victorian Agriculture Minister, Jaala Pulford. The Sheep
Showcase continues to be popular with farmers and exposes BCG to a previously untapped audience.
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YIELD PROPHET®
The past few years have emphasised the inherent challenges of farming in
Australia’s highly variable climate and have highlighted the value of decision
support tools that can assist growers to effectively manage inputs and monitor crop
outcomes in an uncertain world.

S E B A S TI A N I E
The Agricultural Production Systems sIMulator (APSIM), developed and maintained by
the CSIRO and the APSIM Initiative, is a robust modelling framework that can simulate the effects of
environmental variables and management on crop yields. Yield Prophet adds value by providing a
user-friendly, internet-based interface through which growers can analyse and monitor their crops,
and conduct virtual experiments, to enable informed decision-making.
BCG operates Yield Prophet as a commercial enterprise in co-operation with CSIRO, Square V, and our
other consultant project partners.
The 2015-16 period saw a number of changes designed to improve existing functions and expand
Yield Prophet’s capabilities, service offerings and market reach.
A major update was undertaken in April that completely refreshed the Yield Prophet user interface
to provide an improved user experience. This update included a raft of changes that responded to
feedback received from users, as well as improvements to Yield Prophet’s reporting functions.
New features introduced in 2015-16 included the addition of frost and heat effect functions to
Yield Prophet yield predictions; the addition of a canola growth stage chart and a number of
new crop types; and an all new soil selection tool that helps users select a better underlying soil
characterisation. Development has already began on new reports and features that should be
released in the 2016-17 period.
Integration between different tools and data collection services is an important part of the
developing digital agriculture landscape. Yield Prophet now connects with Back Paddock’s SoilMate,
Data Into Profit’s Crop Manager and BCG’s own Data Farmer services. These enable a streamlined
exchange of data between tools to capture new synergies and reflects our commitment to maintain
Yield Prophet’s service offerings at the forefront of the sector.
June saw the release of the Yield Prophet Lite app - a free decision support tool available online or as
an app.
This new tool has enjoyed quick uptake with 1109 total unique users logged to date, suggesting that
it is delivering direct value to the user and as a potential new marketing pathway for Yield Prophet
subscriptions.
Yield Prophet Lite is based on the simpler French and Schulz approach to estimating crop yield
potential, as opposed to the more complex modelling of APSIM. It also includes data from the Bureau
of Meteorology’s highly-regarded POAMA/ACCESS-S seasonal forecasting system to help predict
how the season may finish and likely crop yields. Work is ongoing to include POAMA/ACCESS-S
functionality within Yield Prophet itself, in partnership with CSIRO.
Year

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Number of paddocks
220
562
365
472
496
568
654
548
595
479

These figures do not include paddocks from the GRDC funded National Paddock Survey Initiative.
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MEMBER SERVICES
Membership remains the core to BCG’s existence and as a result, all research and
extension activities are delivered in line with our mission to improve the prosperity
of Australia’s broadacre farmers through applied science-based research, and
extension.

CI A R A U L L E N
Taking a whole-of-farm approach to the way we design research and deliver
C
information to members, the 2016 BCG membership offers an amalgam of the former Livestock and
Cropping membership tiers.
BCG recognises the important contribution that livestock make to a mixed farm business and delivers
the latest research outcomes, management techniques and technologies to its members. Previously
this information has been available exclusively to BCG livestock members. The new and improved
2016 BCG membership includes information relating to both cropping and livestock, with a renewed
focus on how enterprises can be integrated to improve outcomes for the whole farm business.
After approximately ten years BCG has redeveloped its website with a mobile first emphasis. The next
generation BCG website has an accompanying app and was launched in June 2016. The new website
and app will facilitate a personalised experience for members and include relevant and topical push
notifications. Members will have fingertip access to research results and technical information all with
navigational ease.
Each year BCG allocates a percentage of its membership income to relevant research and extension
projects. During the reporting period we delivered members only research trials examining canola
varieties (Manangatang and Nhill), managing stubble in lentils and gibberellic acid use (Sheep Hills),
Boxer Gold® in oats, gibberellic acid and grazing in oats, fertiliser response in wheat, gibberellic acid
in lentils and vetch, controlling volunteer barley in wheat and wheat in barley, and pulse fungicide
management and seed dressings in pulses (all at the 2016 main research site at Warmur).
The joint DEDJTR and BCG funded GAPP (growth, adoption, production, profitability) project entered
its second year and increased its capacity to deliver agronomic and business management skills to
young farmers. BCG increased group numbers from five to seven by establishing groups in the West
Wimmera and Quambatook.
To ensure BCG remain’s ‘farmer-focused’, BCG advisory committees meet twice a year to determine
issues and topics for investigation and/or extension. BCG members who have an idea or issue they
feel requires attention are encouraged to contact the advisory committee (members listed on page 4)
or to contact BCG directly.
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A YEAR AT BCG
July, 2015

January, 2016

1.
2.
6.
21.
29.

4.
BCG eNews, edition 118
28-29 Yield Prophet meeting
February, 2016

Mallee Advisory Committee meeting
Future Farmers Expo and Expo dinner
BCG eNews, edition 109
BCG staff strategic planning day
Sheep Management Showcase

August, 2015
6-7.
13.
19.
20.
23-25
24.

Staff trip to Melbourne, supply chain focus
GAPP women’s group meeting
Rupanyup GAPP meeting and crop walk
BCG eNews, edition 110
Stubble project grower trip
BCG Board meeting

September, 2015
2.
9.
18.
25.

Main Field Day working bee, Berriwillock
Main Field Day, Berriwillock
Industry Field Day, Horsham
BCG eNews, edition 111

October, 2015
1.
8.
9.
12.
22.
23.
26.

Quambatook crop walk
Nhill crop walk and spray workshop
BCG eNews, edition 112
Science-writing PD for staff
GAPP women’s group meeting
BCG eNews, edition 113
BCG Board meeting and AGM

3.
4.
9.
10.
11.
19.

Mallee advisory committee meeting
Wimmera advisory committee meeting
GAPP meeting, Horsham
GAPP meeting, Southern Mallee
GAPP meetings, Hopetoun & Manangatang
Trials Review Day/2015 Season Research Results

March, 2016
7.
11.
15.
16.
17.
22.
23.
29.
30.
31.

BCG eNews, edition 119
BWBL meetings, Birchip and Hopetoun
Farming After the Drought w’shop, Donald
Farming After the Drought w’shop, Woomelang
Farming After the Drought workshop, Nhill
GAPP & BWBL meeting, Nhill
GAPP women’s group meeting
Farming After the Drought w’shop, Quambatook
Farming After the Drought w’shop, Berriwillock
Farming After the Drought w’shop, Sheep Hills

April, 2016
4.
8.
13.
29.

BCG Board meeting
BCG eNews, edition 120
BoM climate outlook workshop
BCG eNews, edition 121

November, 2015

May, 2016

6.
9.
20.

13.

BCG eNews, edition 114
Trials harvest begins
BCG eNews, edition 115

December, 2016
4.
14.
15.
15.
16.
17.
18.

BCG eNews, edition 116
BCG/DEDJTR drought response w’shop, Birchip
BCG/DEDJTR drought response w’shop, Manang.
After harvest spray efficiency workshop
GAPP group newsletter
Trials harvest concludes/BCG staff Xmas party
BCG eNews, edition 117
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BCG eNews, edition 122

June, 2016
5.
7.
8.
10.
16.
20.
20.
21.
22.
22.
23.
28.

BCG eNews, edition 123
GAPP meetings, Nhill and women’s group
GAPP meeting, Quambatook
BCG eNews, edition 124
GAPP meeting, Horsham
BCG Board meeting
GAPP meeting, Southern Mallee
BCG research advisory committee meeting
GAPP meetings, Hopetoun & Manangatang
Farming After the Drought w’shop, Sheep Hills
GAPP meeting, Rupanyup
Spreader calibration workshop, Nhill

BIRCHIP CROPPING GROUP INC.
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